Find the best place to grab a late cup o'j oe, page 2.

Welcoming spring at. Colby

investigates
room searches
BY C. SWAN

plained that concealed itemshad been
removed during the searches.
"Security can gothrough a drawer
A committee formed to discuss if they have written permission from
student concerns over spring break the student or if the Waterville police
room checks has decided that Safety come to campus with a warrant,"
and Security acted improperly in in- Chin said.
Since room inspectionprocedures
specting student rooms.
were
not observed, the committee
The committee is comprised of
"all the commonspresidents,current decided to eliminate all records of the
Student Association (Stu-A) presi- contraband articles in order to prodents and incomingStu-A presidents, tect the students from whom they
the co-chairs of the Presidents'Coun- weresecured,according to thememo.
"What it comes down to now is
cil sub-committee to investigate room
checks, and administrators," said it's one person's word against
another's," said
Alex Chin. '96. p,.,,. .,' .,,,,,,,,_ :: ,,.
JohnsonCommons "What it comes down Chinabouttheseizure of allegedly
vice-president. The
to
now
is
it's
one
hidden objects.
committeedecided
person 's word
"The committee
that some changes
must be made in
against another 's." decided not to deal
with that issue beexisting inspection
-Alex
Chin
'96,
about
cause it is such a
policies and "they
allegedl
y
the
seizure
of
touchy area."
want to separate
"In the future,
room inspections
hidden objects *
unless [contrafrom wha t is
band]
is
sitting
in
the
open, the officer
loosely called a room 'lock-down',"
will have to come back with a dean to
said Chin.
Security conducts room checks, verify it," he said.
There has also been a rumor that
or lock-downs, during breaks in order to "lock doors, close windows next year hall staff will be conducting
and turn off appliances to reduce en- the lock-downs the day after spring
ergy costs, and to identify potential break begins.
"I want hall staff to be no part of
safety hazards,"according to a memo
from Administrative Vice President taking or looking for anything,"said
Dean of Residential Life Janice
Arnold Yasinski.
Arininio.
"In my mind,what I'd like
Several contraband items were
also discovered and seized during to see hall staff do at this institution is
the checks. According to Chin, some do lock-ups. They won't look for constudentsweredisturbed becausethey traband or take anything. They'lljust
felt that the room checks had been make sure that all is secure."
"Hall staff alread y does a lot of
conductedimproperly,without a representativefrom the Deanof Students work. The last thing I want is to add
office present. Students also com- to their burden," said Arminio.Q
Staff Writer

Echo photo by J enniferMerrick

Students enjoy being able to eat lunch outside Dana dining hall earlier this week now that
spring is here. The warm weather has moved many classes outside , as well.

AIDS walk comes to Wate rville
profits from the Waterville walkwill
be used by Dayspring AIDS Support Services for the direct care and
support of people with HIV/ AIDS
Spring is in the air, and what in Kennebec, Franklin, Somerset,
better way to enjoy it than to take a Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties.
walk? Especially if that walk is for a
According to Smith, the Maine
AIDS Walk '95 is a state-wide effort
good cause.
Walkers, helpers and sponsors to raise awareness and money for
are needed to participate in the sixth Maine's Community Based AIDS
Annual Maine AIDS Walk 1995, a Services Organizations. Of the nine
10 kilometer (with a 5K option) Maine AIDSwalk-a-thonsoccurring
fundraising walk-a-thon coordi- in the state on May 7, two benefit
nated by the Maine AIDS Alliance. Dayspr ing AIDS Support Services
It will be held May 7 at 1p.m., rain which has offices in Augusta and
or shine, in Waterville,according to Waterville.
"As with all agencies which care
Volunteer Coordinator Susan J.
for people with AIDS, Dayspring
Smith.
One-hundred percent of the has seen a frightening increase in its
BY ALISON BQRNSTEIN
News Editor

caseload, about 100 percent over
the past three years," said Smith.
"Unfor tunately, they've also seen a
decrease in funding."
Dayspring provides case management and support services for
people living with HIV or AIDS in
the Central Maine area. It also tries
to help ease the financial burden of
its clients by assisting them with
needs for housing, food , medication, clothing and transportation,
according to Smith.
The walk in Waterville starts and
ends at the Universalist-Unitarian
Church on the corner of Elm and
Silver Streets and registration will
begin at 12:30p.m. Dayspring's goal
see AIDS on p age 3

Frat row gets updated
BY JENNIFER O'NEILL
StaffWrit er

No more clanging pipes or stuffy over-hea ted
rooms. According to Physical Plant's Mechanical
Services Supervisor Gus Libby,half of the Robert's
Row dorms including Piper, Drummond and
Goddard-Hod gkins are being equipped this summer with new electrical and heating systems, updated bathroom facilities and new hall carpeting.
The dorms will also be set up with the initial
computer wiring necessary for establishing future
Internet links and cable television. Colby ElectriEcho photo by Amy Rzeznikiewicz cal Services Supervisor Jeff Sugden maintains that
Peter Clark *98 brushes his teeth in one of the Roberts Row
while the cable capability is being installed in each
bathrooms scheduled f o r renovation this summer.
room of these dorms, students will not be able to

use it until an administrative decision is made to
allow students cable access.
According to Libby, the trustees have allotted
approximately $500,000 for these renovations,
which will lake most of the summer to complete.
Colby staff will be contracted for the labor.
The current heating and electrical systems in
these three dorms were installed 47 years ago and
little has been done to them since, according to
Libby. The bathrooms have not been redone in
over 20 years.
"These repairs are for the safely and comfort of
the students," said Libby. All people who have
complaints or suggestions about the state of their
dorms or their rooms are encouraged to contact
him.Q

It 's 2 a.m.— Do y ou know where the coffee is?
BY E. M. DUGGAN AND
CASSIE DONN

Acceptable payment: Cash, plastic
and checks

Do you need to stay awake tonight? Wondering where to go for
that 2 a.m. cup 'o Joe? Jorgensen's is
closed; WHOP won't deliver it. Hop
in your car and f ollowus ...
First we hit the gas station/ convenience stores, then moved onto
the more notorious 24-hour stops.
Thisis what we found (all ratings out
of a possible 4; prices do not include
tax).

In the mood for conversation and
some healthy-ish food? Irving is the
place to go. Sunny Delight and fresh
fruit make it the Holiday Inn of convenience stores.While nibbling on a
fat-free fig bar you can discuss the
political correctness of Maine State
ID laws with the night cashier. The
bright lights and indoor pay phone
make it an ideal and safe getaway.
Looking for that special someone?
Irving picks up at around 3:15 a.m.

The Big App le

Puffin Stop

Features Editor and StaffWrit er

Coffee: •*•(8 flavors)
Coffee: •••.3/4 (19 flavors)
Service: W1/2
Service: *W*W
Cigarettes: $2.15
Cigarettes: $1.99
Best deal: Three hot dogs for $1.79
Best deal: Bagel and cream cheesefor
Coffee prices: $.59 / .69/.79/.89
$.69
Acceptable payment: Cash and plas- Coffee prices: $.53/.71/.S9/.99
tic; checks are discouraged
Acceptable payment: Cash, plastic
and checks
The amusement factor is high,
and locals abound. For a laid-back
We entered Puffin Stop stressed
is
social atmosphere, the Big Apple
and tired; we left feeling relaxed and
the Motel-6 of local convenience joyous. The bright, cheery, happy,
stores. Perhaps you're in the market fun-filled, (this is not an exaggerafor a new fly-swatter? A Harley- tion) cleanatmospheremadeourtime
Davidsonstuffed animal for thelittle there a thrill. Dawnette, the night
one? Or how
clerk, was more
about a Teenage Overall late night ratings
than helpful in our
Mutant Ninja Big Apple.* irir
quest for a nice cafTurtle car de- Irv ing: "kirl/ 2
feine high, and let
odorizer? It's all Puffin Stop: ***
us sample some of
'
Donuts:
j c k *1/4
there,alongwith Dunk in
the 19 (!) different
any random au- Truckers :icicic k
flavors. The fresh
tomotive suppastries and sand'
't
But
don
j
us
t
take
our
word
for
i
t
'
wiches offer an arplies/pet food/
cleaning sup- i^go see for yourselves,
ray of eating possi'
plies / movies
bilities and the
possibly
need.
you could
friendly service left us with a new
feeling of faith in the goodness of
mankind.It's the Plaza Hotel of conIrving
venience stores.
Coffee: •*1/2
Service: *W*1/3
Dunkin ' Donuts
Cigarettes: $2
Best deal: Two hot dogs for $.99
Coffee:
1/2 (also iced coffee)
Coffee prices: $.59/.69/.89
Service: m*3/4
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Hours: Mon., Tues. Wed & I Ha £ r St y
J les
Sat. 8-6
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Walk-ins
Welcomed
|
I
5 Silver Street ,Waterville (acro ss from Steve's Restaurant )
I

Echo photo by Erin Duggan
Jon, Mark and Fitch (left to right), Thomas Collegestudents , enjoy the late night ambiance
of Truckers in Fairfield.
could easily be taken back to cam- hour. Anythingyou could want is on
Cigarettes: none (no smoking)
The convenient drive-thru is the menu, from bagels and cream
pus.
Best deal: Egg and cheese sandwich,
great for theneurotic procrastinator, cheese to sauteed liver and onions.
donut, coffee and OJ. for $1.99
shaving minutes off the excursion.
The atmosphere is interesting and
Coffee prices: $.85/.99/1.17
grea t f or people-watching, and
Acceptable payment: Cash and
Truckers
International
Truckers
is the only place wewent to
checks
where you can sit down, have a cup
Coffee: ***l/2
2
of coffee and smoke a butt. Should
The tried and true D can't be beat Service: W 3/4
you
be in the mood for piesor pudCigarettes:
$1.92
for cheap, sugary eats. Looking for a
healthy snack? Give the low fat cran- Best deal: Truckers special: 2 eggs, 2 ding, there's a selection of seventeen
berry and blueberry muffins a try. bacon slices, 2 pancakes, home fries piesand eight puddings. The phone
at every table is also potentially
The quiet,calm atmosphere is relax- and toast for $4.69
handy, alth ough we've never, actuing with friends but could be de- Coffee prices: $.80
pressing if you're alone. The donut Accepta ble payment : Cash, plastic ally had the urge. After a high cholesterol meal, it's grea t to walk around
selection dw indles around midnight and checks
the Truckers store and check out the
but is replenished by 3 a.m. The cofHarley attire.Q
Truckers
is
the
place
to
be
at
any
fee holds its temperature well , and
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Did YouEver Wonder..* ?

ing form] and put it into the computer ... It
•.
gives me a gipup of people who are alike on
every point " J ohnston said that from that
Does As sistant Dea n of S t u dent s Pa ul list/ he looks at the back of the form where
J ohnston have any specialformula fo rplac- freshman are asked to describe thems elves,
and tries to mat ch people as closely as posing incoming freshmen with roomma tes?
Whether you loved your roommate from sible. The bott om line is that you and your
freshman , year ortrted to kill him or her (for roommate matched exactly on the front of
the 4.0), everyone asks thems elves a . t/>ne your form, and came pretty close on the
pdiiit — How 4idXend vp with f h t sperson? back. On paper , you're identical.
Interesting ly, J ohnston said he did a
It couldn 't be based ori diose little housing
f orms , could if? Johnston must have some survey years ago of the sophomore class,
and found that 87 percent were living with
secret, obscure £ormnk. ,Wtong.
"l t_ikealliheirtfoi _nation IfTomthe hou ^ their roommates from the year before. Q
BY E. M. DUGGAN
• Features Editor

, continued f r omp age1
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ii m ^sM is to have 75people walk and to raise $7,500 in the sixth
H LiAjiaMjjKH annual Maine AIDS Walk.
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"Prizes and refreshmentswill be available after the
walk, with the added incentive of a trip for two on
Continental Express Airlines to the individual raising
the most in pledges between both the Augusta and
Waterville walks," said Smith. Other prizes including
donations-by local businesses such as The Last Unicorn,
the Iron Horse Bookstore, Governors Restaurant and
the New Moon Rising Health Food Store will be given
to walkers in the Waterville walk who raise the most in
pledges and who have the most sponsors.
"There are several ways interested people can participate in the two walks,"said Smith. "The most effective way is to obtain a pledgesheet and gather sponsors,
so get out those pledge shoes and walk the walk."
Other waysof showing support for the fight against
AIDS,include sponsoring a walker, making a direct
donation,orbecomingavolxmteerofDayspring.People
interested in participating in this year's Maine AIDS
Walk are encouraged to stop by the information table in
the Student Center between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
Friday or to call Dayspring at 873-1127. Dayspring is a
program of the Health Reach Network, and a member
organization of United Way of Kennebec Valley.Q

BY E. M. DUGGAN
Features Editor

Harvard Un iversity
Boston, Massachusetts

- Harvard University withdrew its offer of acceptance to an early-decision candidate
who killed her mother, according to the Chronicle of Hig her Education. In 1990, Gina Grant
confessed to killing her abusive mother with a candlestick, in self defense. She served six
months in juvenile detention, and moved to Cambridge to live with her aunt and uncle,
where she excelled in school and in volunteer work. On her application, Grant never
mentioned the incident, and was accepted. After receiving an anonymous package of
clippings regarding the incident, Harvard withdrew the offer , and refuses to comment on
the case, saying only that "if a student engages in behavior that brings into question
honesty, maturity,or moral character," admissions offers can be overturned.

City College

New York/ New York
Students at City College of the City University of New York are undergoing a hunger
strike to protest New York Governor George Pataki's proposal to cut $41.5 million from
City University, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education * Over two dozen students
began their water fast last week, determined to eat again only when Pataki has rescinded
the proposal. The protesters were arrested for tresspassing, and when a graduate student
participating in the fast was asked if he felt the hunger strike was drastic, he replied "The
cuts to CUMY are drastic."

Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut
Everyone is getting naked at Yale University. In protest to a Playboy magazine featuring
four Yale students in its "Girls of the Ivy League"issue, two dozen students ran across the
campus stark naked, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education.
However,the plan may not have had the desired effect, as a local photographer snapped
ictures
of the unappareled group, defeating the purpose of covering up the Yale student
p
body.Money wasn't talking either—one group raised money and offered one woman $600
to skip the photo shoot. When Playboy matched the offer, the woman posed. One woman
did accept the offer, however, and asked that the money be donated to a charity, according
to the ChronicleLl

l
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WANT TO GET INVOLVED WITH STU-A?
HiRB 'S MO * CHANCe-f iPPW FOR A CAMPUS COmtTTiE FOR NEXT tSARf

j

!
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Here is a list of Campus Committees that need student representation. Fill out the application and return it to
Tina Goudreau, Box 6359 , no later than Wednesday, M ay 10 ,1995. For more information or if you have any questions,please contact Tina Goudreau.at x4029 or box 6359.

| Admissions and Financial Aid: Responsible for recommendations and review of admissions policy. Also recommends and reviews financial aid
¦ policy. (Positions open for seniors only.)
Bunche scholars: A subcommittee of Admissions that selects Bunche Scholars. (Positions open for current Bunche Scholars only.)
J
Internationa. Students: A subcommittee of Admissions that makes recommendations on International students apllications. (Positions preferably
JI
open to international students.)
Administrative: Advises the president on administrative matters primarily involving academic policy, establishes the calendar for each academic
I
| year, and considers requests for exemptions from college regulations.
| Athletic Advisory: Overviews the direction of athletics from varsity to club sports .
¦ Academic Affairs Committee: Continually studies the curriculum and other matters affecting educational policy. Acts upon proposed course
revisions or additions.
JI
Information Technology Committee: Advises the president and the director of computer services on policy issues related to computing.
Cultural Events: It develops the campus-wide lecture programming, including Spotlight Lectures.
\
| Harassment Advisory Group: Reviews incidents of racial and sexual harassment, develops polici es and procedures to deal with them.
Health Care Advisory: Monitors health programs and practices at the Colby Health Center. Also acts as the selection committee for new employI
ees
at the health center.
J
Independent Study Committee.-Selects qualified students to do independent study in lieu of two or three courses each semester of their senior
J
I
year (as senior scholars), and reviews applications of students designing independent majors.
| Personal Safety: Monitors all safety practices on campus and develops new systems to increase safety .
| College Affairs Committee: Reviews, evaluates, and makes recommendations concerning any aspect of life at Colby (except the curriculum ,
¦ academic requirements, and issues under the jurisdiction of other committees).
. ,
Alcohol in the Campus Environment (ACEV. A subcommittee of college affairs that looks at the role of alcohol on campus.
I
the director of the Colby Libraries on matters of policy and regulations governing library use by students and faculty.
I¦ Library Committee:Advises
;
Student Center Committee Discusses and evaluates renovations and tlie use of space in the Student Center.
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NAME
|

I

CLASS YEAR

|

LIVING ON OR OFF CAMPUS NEXT YEAR?

I

COMMITTEE(S) YOU ARE INTERESTED IN:

I

| 1)
2)
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8
3)
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PHONE #

BOX#
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***PLEASE EXPLAIN ON AN ATTACHED SHEET WHY YOU WISH TO

SERVE ON THIS COMMITTEE AND WHAT YOUR QUALIFICATIONS ARE
-SPACES ON COMMITTEES ARE LIMITED, SO PLEASE BE THOROUGH
AND GET YOUR APPLICATION IN ON TIME.
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Arts and Enterta inment
Mixing Sea Dog
Blonde Ale with
economics
BY MIKE BOMBARDIERI AND DREW MATUS
Staff Writers
With DAVE FINDLAY
Guest Reviewer
Reviewed this week: Sea Dog Windjammer
Blonde Ale
Writers: -Air -kit's out of 5*s
Guest: *•• 1/2' s out of 5*s
Three varieties of Sea Dog beer are now available
at Jokas.
This week we decided to review Sea Dog Windjamm er Blonde Ale to honor the first Sea Dog beers
available in bottles. Previously, this beer was onl y
available in kegs or, if you were lucky enough,
through half-gallon bottles at the brewery.
We found the Windjammer Ale to be a good
hoppy ale with a li ght aftertaste perfect for drinking
with any assortment of American fair. Prof. Findlay
thought that Windjammer was "a fine ale to accompany ... not taking a macro theory exam, but clearl y
writing a macro theory exam. " In addition , he commented that he was "able to develop one of the
better questions on the exam while sampling this
beer."
Although Mike and I reall y enjoyed this ale, Prof.
Findlay felt that Shipyard's Goat Island Ale or one
of Gritty McDuff' s ales mi ght be a better choice.
There is also some extra good news for those of
you who have wanted to go a brew pub but who
haven 't wanted to take all of those backroads to
Camden ... Sea Dog has opened a restaurant on
Front Street in Bangor in addition to its ori ginal
brew pub in Camden.Q

Carnival intri gue revered
BY ERIKA TROSETH
A & E Editor

The "Final Filibuster" is the last of an
interactive performance art trilogy.
Katie Bolick '95 and Sam White '95 have
orchestrated three annual evenings of "carni val intrigue and manic creativity"in the Mary
Low Coffeehouse. Previous events have been
entitled "Midnight Madness," and "The Big
Giveaway."
Acts have included a jamboree baton twirling routine, a tennis, ball harvest, and dramatic monologues with nightgowns and
apples. Bolick and White agree that the
evening is a time to "try anything"regardless
of excesses or absences of talent or skill. Experimentation is hoped for and sought. They
"encourage performance art more than anything." Full bands are not feasible due to the
natu re of the stage and the quantity of performers, but singers as well as story tellers,
and dancers are certainly welcome. A tentative 10 minute time limit is suggested for
performers.
The "Final Filibuster' is an encouraged
time to unleash absurd sensibilities as well
as to enjoy those same sensibilities via osmosis. Performance pieces and the physical
space itself meld together into a high energy
happening "unlike anything else on campus."The p hysical environment is a crucial
aspect of the evening, and has evolved from
year to year.
Blue cellophane has been a staple item,
but the location of the stage has changed, as
has the audience's opportunity to interact
with their environment. "The Big Giveaway"
incorporated suburban elements,a "hair dryer
in a forest of streamers," and a bab y doll
entangled in and suspended by wire. "Physically you could be in five different places at
once."
see FILIB US TER on p age""5¦¦»¦¦

p hoto courtesy of Katie Bolick
Katie Bolick '95 and Sam White '95, hosts of "Midnight Madness. "
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I an thi s pi aoast
Women's Studies Colloquium with Hideko Abe
Language and Gender in Japan
Whitney Room, Roberts Union
April 27 at 4:30 p.m.

April 28 at noon
Roundtable Discussion with Ambassador Gelbard
U.S. Policy toward Haiti
Miller 14
April 28 at 3:30 p.m.

DU!!
UH

WBB

First Annual Springfire Ball
$7 single $12 coup le
Page Commons Room
April 28 at 8 p.m.

Sh
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ji
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Shabbat Tray Dinner
Hurd Room> Roberts Union
April 28 at 6 p.m.

Gel bard s' Public Talks
"Women as the Key to a New
Development Paradigm "
Hflflj
Miller 14
27 at 3:30 p.m.
April
M™
MOW "Drugs Diplomacy & Democracy: Integrating DoWg— mestic Needs and Foreign Policy in the Post Cold War
Era
HBH Lovely 215
¦
9 April 27 at 7:30 p.m.
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Broadway Musica l Review
Page Commons Room
$3 general $2 students
April 27, 29 and 30 at 8 p.m.
Student Art Show
Colb y Museum
Opens April 28
Tray Lunch
Careers in International Affa irs
Whitney Room, Roberts Union
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Men 's and Women 's Track NESCAC Championshi p
<Colby College
April 29-30 at 3:30 p.m.
Music at Colb y Concert Series
<Colb y jazz Ensemble
Lorimer Chapel
April 29 at 8 p.m.
(Colby Handbell Choir Concert

Lorimer Chapel
April 30 at 7 p.m.

Freedom On M y Mind
Award Winning Documentary
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Lovejoy 100
May 1 at 7:30 p.m.
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Film Presentation and Discussion
Red Flag Over Tibet
Kresge Auditorium
April 30 at 3 p.m.
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International Folk Dancing
Dances from Eastern Europ e, the Balkans, Israel,
Turkey and Scotland
Moulton Union
May 3 at 7 p.m.
Russian Film Series
Taxi Blues
Beam Classroom
May 3 at 7:30 p.m.

films
Stu-A Film in Lovejoy 100
The Crow
April 27 - 29 at 6:30 and 9 p.m.
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Arts and Entertainment

Good old days aren 't without evidence
BYERIKA TROSETH
A & E Editor
In a matter of days Uncle
Arthur's Filling Station will be
closed, but Edward Arthur Wright
will continue his lifestyle of and
interest in everything that is not
new.
He has bought and sold antiques
from his home for years, and will
keep traveling to fairs, flea markets
and auctions after Uncle Arthur's is
gone.He recommendsthe Burnham
auction for novices and veterans

alike. It is held every Sunday, and
every Sunday will find him there.
Short-term careers have infiltrated Wright's continuing interest
and livelihood fueledby theevidence
of history.He taught fourth and fifth
grades in the Maine public schools,
but thejobcreated "too muchstress."
Salmon trolling off the Washington
coast has been his worst workexperience. Hisbest job to datewas on the
Mt. Washington cog railway working as thebrakeman and "shoveling
three tons of coal a day."
Uncle Arthur'shas served a dual

Yearsof Our Lives."He willkeepall
of his foreign and silent movies and
will most likely sell all the rest to
movie warehouses.
His interest in history is "more
of the everyday life history rather
than catastrophic events. I like to
know what people read, how they
did their laundry, where they
shopped and what they bought."
He recently acquired photographs
purpose for consumers. Old and odd taken for insurance purposes in
collectibles were sold, and movies Boston in the 1920's. He describes
from 1903 to the present were for this acquisition as "symptomatic of
rent. Wright recommends "The Be•: the whole deal."

"I like to know what
people read , kow
/ tkey did their
laundry, where they
shopped and what
they bought. "
- Edward Arthur Wri ght

He recalls pieces of Waterville
history,indudingthe passenger train
from Boston to Watervilleand abeautiful hotel where the burned out
Dunkin' Donuts currently resides.
He notes that "Colby never should
have moved out of downtown."
The physical space of his shop
has kept him "surrounded with
pieces—artifacts — of our culture.
I grew up with some of them, and I
keepfinding out about thingsall the
time. I like to go through and see
what the good old days were like.
They weren't so great."?
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During "Midnight Madness"an
"elaborate rope pulley system"
dropped soap, potpourri, and
candy on the audience. "The Big
Giveaway"used the infamous toast
raffle system to auction off "dead
birds," according to White. Bolick
corrected him,noting that it was in
fact a pinata that they raffled off to
the winning number four.
Work on "The Final Filibuster"
has already begun in theminds and
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bodies of Bolick and White. Signing up f o rperf ormances is highly
recommended. Bolick is a petite
strawberry brunette who often
wears cardigans. Her phone number is 877-0507. White is a lean,
athletic, blue-eyed blond. His
phone number is 872-7481. The catered event will be held April 28 at
8 p.m. in the Mary Low Coffeehouse. Coming in costume is a top
priority.Q

Free Rent

in Portland Hall.
Partial Board. USM needs
roommates for college aged
Japanese students studying
English as a Second Language
July 26 - August 22, 1995. Sain
valuable intercultural experience.

m78:0-5960_
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Real-world tragedies

.. The real world rarel y intrudes on placid Mayflower Hill. But with
the flag at hall mast earlier this week, the traged y in Oklahoma City
has touche d out* lives. Terror in the heartland ," the newspapers
dubbed it, but Ihe shock wavesri ppled outward even to rural Maine.
A Colby student from OMahoma City who read Sri Lankan poetry at
the International Extravaganza said he had a difficult time understanding the&ljnk&tri ^^
on the Midwestern city exposed a raw nerve and showed that the
United States, too, is vulnerabl e to attacks within its borders.
- From the World Trade Center bombing to the Oklahoma City
massacre,Americansare learning that thelLS is not above the fray ol
^
human emotion and hatred. So too will we at Colby learn that
MayflowerHill does not flo at above realiryrRadsm , sexual discrimination, AIDS and other social ills permeat e the campus, whether we
realize it or not It doesn't matt er if we don't pick up the New YorkTimesor listen to CNN. We can put earp lugs in to shut out the rest pf
the world and get trashed every weekend. But the real world is still
going to touch our campus. Even if if s only symbolized by a flag at
half mast, flying hi front of Miller Library.

What's in a name?

Any graduating senior endeavoring to become employed ought
know that hard work does not necessarily correspond to big names —
whether those names ar e titles, companies , or individuals. The final
months of collegeare often—and unfortunatel y so—an introduction
to the game of connections and the too-frequent indiscrepancies
between effort and reward. Luckily for the class of 1995, the great deal
of effort that went into selecting a graduation speaker paid off in a
very big way.
The Colby class o£ 1995 ought look forwa rd to, and be honored by,
the presence of Henry Louis Gates J r. If names must be an issue, and
however objectionable it may be, sometimes they must, Gates is a
"name." He is chair of African American Studies at Harvard University. If we feel like indulging in self-flattery , his presence might even
be considered appropriate. Colby is an institution intended to be
devoted to intellectual , creative , and personal development The time
spent here is dn investment in ourselves as individuals and as the
future of our communities and nations. An address delivered by
Gates is an appropriate one to mark the transition from our academic
careers to our engagement in the world outside of Colby. He is a
premier scholar , intellectual , and community member.
A graduation should not be a publicity show whereb y the best
commencement ceremony is marked by the bigges t name. How famous a pers on is — especiall y the case with celebrities — does not
always correspond to the wealth of (or lack of) information they can
share with the Colby community. Some of the peop le who have the
mostt o offer Colby are distinguished in their fields, and in their own
individual lives, and are not necessarily household names. But since
when did we begin t o equate popularity with the worth of a person?
Gat es speaks t o who we have been in our role as college students
as well as to the diversity of places each of us will ta ke ourselves and
futures.
The class of 1995 can enthusiasticall y look forward to the content
of Ga tes' message and feel confident in t he hi gh caliber of the
messenger.
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Letters
Asking for a little R-E-S-P-E-C-T
As I was sitting peacefully,reading in my first-floor room in
Driunmond, I was suddenly taken
aback when two male students approached my window, looked in at
me, laughed, and spit on the window. Naturally,this moronicprank
appalled me to such an extent that I
did not immediately get up to "respond."Now,I understand that for
those childish groups of people on
campus who believe that a substance-free atmosphere is a joke, a
chem-free dorm on Frat Row must

be a terrible crime for the administration to commit. These groups
mustbe even more upset that all of
East Quad and Pierce are chem-free
next year, right?
Well,having lived for two years
now in this, appa_ ently oppressive,
substance-freeatmosphere,Ihadyet
to encounter an action so asinine as
spitting on someone's window. I
am quite sure that those two men
had ah' incredibly good reason for
doing so,l mean,howdarei we "nonalcoholic" people pollute their sa-

cred campus!
.
Please people, seriously, you
have a wonderful college campus
here, and for those of you who
choose hot to live chem-free, you
have the Whole campus to yourselves. As you would respect any
special interest group on campus,
such as a quiet hall,or a multicultural
hall,please learn to respect those of
us who choose to live in an alcoholfree environment !
Danielle Herget '97

Hats off to Colby cleaning staff
i

This letter is a thank you to the
men and women who work hard to
make our campus the beautiful
place that it is. I hear prospective
students and their parents comment weekly on the beauty of our

campus and the contrast that such
thorough beauty and cleanliness
bringsto the other schools that they
visited. As a student here, I appreciate the clean residence halls and
the well-kept campus that I have

lived on for three years. I think it is
time I said thank you to the cleaning staff and the grounds crew.
Thank you.
Jason W. Phillips '96

Echo via computer a nice option
Congratulations for getting the Echo on-line. Now
I cannot complain about not getting the print version
for a month after the publication date. Nice job,but I'd
go easy on the background gifs. I'm using Netscape

l.lb3 and while the on-line version is jazzy, it's a bit
hard to read,
Robert L. Hooper '52

Op inions
Colby student s hypocritical in
their celebra tion of Earth Week
BY DAN MACCARONE
Staff Writer

Last week, Colby College celebrated what it claimed to be "Earth
Week,"a time for all of those wacky
planet lovers to come out and make
us feel like the Earth's depletion of
resources is somehow our fault.
Throughout the past seven days,all
of usnormally non-environmentally
conscious students were supposed
to take notice of the world around
us, to recognize how people like
those of us who decide to use our
back lawns as landfills instead of
gardens, are destroying the world
that we call Earth.
Now, this idea of setting one
week aside just to worship the polluted ground we walk on is brilliant. Who cares about the dirt the
rest of the year, ri ght? It's important, however, for us to realize once
a year, that each time we drop that
gum wrapper onthe ground,we are
actually contributing to the destruction of our planet. Hard to believe,
huh? Well, it's true.
You know those funky Styrofoam
things that come in boxes when you
buy a new large item for your dorm
room (like a stereo system costing
almost as much as your tuition)?
Well wh en you play everybod y 's
favori te Styrofoam game: "let's see
how well frogs digest the packing
material,"you are adding to the pollution that "Earth Week" fi ghts
against. Often, when playing this
game, you find that it is rather difficult to shove handfuls of Styrofoam
down the frog's throat, causing the

frog to boot. Though it is nice to be
able to add frog vomit to the culminating experience of destroying our
natural atmospherehere on the Hill,
is it really necessary?
So, now that we've established
that regurgitated Styrofoam is a
pollutant, let's look at what we did
to clean up our planet last week. My
personal favorite was everyone
banding together to dump their junk
mail onto the floor of the Student
Center,instead of in its proper place
— the recycling bin.
For those of you who really were
into the events, though, there were
numerous lectures on how we
should be better to Mother Nature
by allowing her free time on weekends. Maybe some of you faithful
readers went to the new "Natural
Energy Powered Vehicle Sale" in
the Student Center (laypeople probably remember this as the used bike
sale).Under any name, bicycles are
more environmentally conscious
vehicles than say, a Chevy Chevette.
Alright,who bought one of those
awesome bikes? I know I didn't,but
then again, it's a lot easier to ride
from Waterville to Boston in a polluting car than to bike that distance,
right?
I don't remember seeing lots of
people at any of the fantastic festivities that were held in order to support our planet's plight. It seemed
that even during the week that we
were supposed to be celebrating the
rebirth of our home planet, many of
us could not control the tempting
urge to leave our Smartfood bags or
nice germy beer cans on the new
green grass in front of the dorms. I

know I enjoy seeing that fresh lawn
growing sick from alcohol poisoning as much as the next guy. How
about you?
Of course, not everyone celebrated "Earth Week" in a hypocritical way. There were those who
wore recycled clothing and didn't
waste natural resources by taking a
shower, doing laundry or printing
out papers for their classes. How
nice of them,right? They sure know
how to save the planet.
How was "Earth Week" celebrated by those who understood
the meaningof the week? Well,several people thought it would be a
hoot to run banners down in front
of the Student Center, asking us all
tosaveourdyingplanet. Upon looking at these, though, I wondered
just how these people could use a
sheet, which once taken down
would end up in a dump in the
greater Waterville area, as a symbol
of how to conserve resources. This
makes a lot of sense, way to go
guys*
How did you spend you r "Earth
Week?" Did you play with fluorocarbons and aerosol spray cans, trying to see which one makes a cooler
noise when excited by a match?
Maybe you . went to the dining
hall and decided that on this special
occasion you really needed six full
glasses of orange soda on your tray
before you started eating (instead of
just going back to the machine every
ten minutes to fill up your glass). I
guess it is possible that you were one
of the many good ones,who actuall y
picked up our campus and enabled
us to bask in its beauty.?

Op inions
Unscra mblin g
academic j argon
BY HANNAH BEECH
Managing Editor

Forgetabout all thosenoble ideals that a liberal arts education is
supposed to teach you. The real
purpose of college is to teach you
how to write so that no ordinary
person understands what you're
¦ -.
talking about. ,.,
Think about it. You've just
graduated from high school, and
you're developing
your
thinking
mind. But in college, you don't
"think." You "expostulate." You
"theorize." You
j u g. g. 1 e
multisyllabic
words around until they blur into
one giant thesaurus entry.
Short and sweet is out. Long and
bitter is in.
Each major has its own set of
comfortable catch phrases that we
can sprinkle liberally through our
papers to make them sound more
impressive and academic. What
would sociology be without the
words "marginalization" and
"alienation?" What about English
without "alliteration" and "the social and cultural other?" Could an
international relations paper exist
without "the post-cold war international order?" Philosophy without
a quick reference to "the Marxist
paradigm?"
And don't even get started on
biology, in which they give up good
old English for a dead language to
name their bugs and slime molds,
or chemistry where they've created
a whole new language that relies
heavily on syllables like "-oxyl" and
"-xide."Onceyou get a sciencemajor
started, forget about understanding his or her meaning. They not
only take the cake for academic verbosity, but can probably analyze
the chemical formula of it, too. In
Latin, to boot.
The trouble is when we try to
forgo this academic lingo, we're too
often punished for it. Take for example these two sentences:
President George Washington
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lived a long time ago.
One of the American founding
fathers,President GeorgeWashington existed and was influenced by
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an era very different from the one
that we inhabit today.
Which one makes more sense?
Which, one do professors reward
more often? That's.the; problem.
What are we as students supposed to do? Presumably our professors can give us hints on how to
writeabout complex subjects in
words we don't
have to look up
in the dictionary/
every five njiriutes. But pick up
a paper that a
professor has
wntten some time. Oftentimes you
feel like picking up a fat red marker
and scrawling, "huh?" across it.
Facetiousness (ooh, that's a big
one) and jokes aside,our reliance on
catch phrases and ten-cent words is
BY RACHEL KONDON
troubling.We are taught to use big
words when little ones dojust fine.
Opinions Editor
Besides, multisyllabic phrases can
pad a paper to bulk it up to the
If a man is oft en the subj ect of con
minimum length the professor re- versation he soon becomes thesubject c
quired, especially when we've ex- criticism. — Immanuel Kant, 1775
hausted margin and font changes to
The Echo could use some seriou
convert a five-pager into a seven- improvement; the people who de

Yet another "ism" at Colby

pager. It's too bad that the lesson we
often learn is that the content sometimes matters less than the length.
The other lesson we learn is to
use this academic vocabulary to
hedge our academic bets,tobecome
academic diplomats who hide our
true meanings behind a slew of incomprehensible words. In essence,
by using words like "obfuscate"and
"acquiesce"we learn to do just that.
Under the blanket of academic
nonsense,we lose our meaning and
our imagination.
Of course, by the time we begin
to realize the folly of using such big
words and buyinginto the academic
bargain, we're seniors and ready to
graduate into a world where our
grasp of SAT-prep words matters
less than our ability to balance our
checkbooks.
Unless,of course;We re going to
grad school.Q

signed the alcohol policy should
rethink it; the students campaigning for political correctness need to
relax; the college's "mistake" in reporting figures to U.S. News and
World Report was inexcusable. Whatever your take on Colby life, one
thing is certain: somehow you contribute to our culture of complaint.
First we complain about the things
going on around us, then we complain that we complain too much.
Will perpetual griping ever cease?
Colby students are among the
growing population of malcontents;
we, along with the rest of America
are prone to pessimistic views and
critical outlooks. In this month's
Columbia J ournalism Review, an article entitled "A Generation of Vipets: Journalists and the New Cynicism" reveals the growing American propensity for cynicism. For
proof,one need look no further than

this newspaper. Negative feelings
towards the people and institutions
running our society (and our college) are everywhere.
Are we justified in our constant
skepticism and dissatisfaction with
people and organizations in power?
Are our leaders and their programs

Colby students ar e
amon g the growing
population of
malcontents. We are
prone to pessimistic
views and critical
outlooks.
really that corrupt? On a smaller
scale/ do Colby's policies and student representatives warrant our
harsh assessments?
Maybe, but maybe not.
All of us look for a good scandal,
someone else to blame for the problems we see around us. After all,
who wants to deal in straightforward and bland facts when juicy,
sensationalized tidbits can be substituted instead?
Our craving for "dirt"as well as
the ease with which we are con-

vinced of others' errors certainly
contributes topopular cynicism.The
media is definitely guilty of muck
raking, but when it comes down to
it,we,the readers are asking for the
muck.
A trend of doubting our leaders
and their ideas is sweeping the nation. In today's society, private matters and behind the scenes events
no longer exist. When even the
smallest evil about someone's character or business practices is accessible, we want to know it, then we
harp on it. While our campus may
not be home to America's most inquiring minds,we manage to accumulateour fair share of dirt. What's
to be made of all this criticism and
cynicism?
Questioning authority and uncovering shady practices can promote positive change. In fact, democracy relies upon open discourse
and public involvement to secure
the best leaders and the most effective systems.
But there is a major drawback to
our current preoccupation with the
darker side. It would be ludicrous
to propose that we all sit back and
see CYNICISM on page 8

What would you tell a prospective student about Colby?
Alyssa Falwell '95
"Take advantage of all the opportunities you can; don't wait
until your senior year to figure out
what you want to do."

Adam Cote '95
"The food we have when you
:ome here is not what they usually
serve."
i

Anne Robinson '96
"Colby 's great. It's beaut if ul ,
the students are great, classes are
good, and I love it /'
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Laurell e Leyl and '97
"Ev ery t hing 's not the way it

looks here because Colby tries to
gloss everything over and make it
look like a wonderful place."

Steven Suomi '97

"Realize it's O.K. to be yourself because we're all a bunch of
weirdos."
Echo photos by J ennifer Merrick

Op inions

Nirvana, without beer
BY MARC FAIRBROTHER

we've got some serious problems.
Colby is a campus were it is all
Staff Writer
too often easy to find a plethora of
It's a Thursday evening and people who have drunk themyou're settling in on a problem set selves into an oblivion,trashed so
due tomorrow.But allyoucan think far beyond belief that they have a
about is the weekend. Only a few
morehours and Friday will be here,
then you'refreeonce again.Sowhat
will it be Friday night? Dancing?
We're reachin g a
Bowling? How about Saturday
night? Hit the Spa for a bit? Shoot
point where
some pool?
"social" drinkin g is
It seems that all too often on our
becoming
happiest of campuses that the first
thing people think about when the
unacceptable.
weekendhits isbeer. As a matter of
fact, f ew people can even remember anything about their weekend hard time even recognizing their
except beer. Kegger on the Row, friends. They stumble across cambash in Foss. It's all the same: beer, pus, laughing up a storm because
beer, beer. We're swimming in an they think this is just the funniest
ocean of alcohol and some people thing. And in the morning, their
reading this right now are actually remnants can be found, littering
contemplating attempting such a the campus: broken beer bottles,
broken windows, dented walls,
venture.
What is our dire fascination beer cans lining the walkways,etc.
with alcohol? Is it really all that fun But the problems don't stop there.
to drink until you puke, and then What is not so easily seen is the
drink some more? If we do con- pain somebody experiences from
sider this primitive activity fun, being verbally (or physically) as-

saulted by a drunk person who s
"just out having fun."
We're reaching a point where
"social" drinking is becoming unacceptable. We have not learned to
respect alcohol, or our fellow peers.
In Europe they are mature enough
to handle drinking at age 15 or 16.
Here we cannot even handle it in
our college years. Frequently we
hear the excuse that alcohol helps
us relax,to enjoy ourselves more. If
we really believe that alcohol is the
only way to achievetotal relaxation,
we ought to think a little bit more
about that. Nirvana can be reached
without beer.
We must realize that our actions
affect not only ourselves but others
around us as well. This is something that has all but been forgotten
in the Colby drinking scene. Drinking can be an acceptable activity,
but it isn't always.Being respectful,
on the other hand, is always an acceptable activity, and it is something that we desperately need more
of.
Do us all a favor the next time
you're drinking a cold one: respect
it, and us.t_l

Conspiracy: it's us against them
BY JASON REIFLER
Staff Writer

Yes,the commies, or the fascists,
anarchists, Newt-o-philes, liberal
elite, college administration or federal government. It's their fault. As
long as it's an "us" against "them"
scenario, the "them" in question
doesn't really matter. "They" will
try to pollute our purity of essence
and "they " will do so in the most
insidious ways. Like when
Kubrick's infamous Col. Jack Ripper tells Mandrake in Dr. Strangelove
, "ice cream, Mandrake. Children's
ice cream." The evil of the world?
Yes, the commies; it's their fault.
Basically,everybody loves a conspiracy theory.
Even Colby loves conspiracy
theories. The Stu-A president and
vice-president elect ran on a platform exposing the administration's
hidden agenda to curtail drinking.
(From the campaign literature I read
in Foss dining hall, the overall platform was — I'm paraphrasing —
more beer, more TV, more sports
and fewer academic events. They
might have a future in Washington.) Either the anti-alcohol conspiracy is the worst guarded secret

CYNICI SM, continued
f rom na&e 7 —
accept society as it is, but there has
tobea middle ground —something
in between fixation on every minute
detail and simple passivity.
People are just that — people.
We can't naively assume that everyone is working for the general good.
But frequent complaining coupled
with a tendency to assume the worst
about those in power is detrimental. We spend precious time focused
on the bad while we could be creating good of our own. Instead of
cri tiqu ing to the poin t where we're
too tired to impr ove the system
ourselves, complain and move on.
Compla in ing only gets us so far. Q

ever, or the college's admission of
wanting to decrease student drinking sort of precludes a conspiracy.
Either way, I guess the Beastie Boys
were serious: "You've gotta fight
for your right to party." The evil of
being denied our "right" to party?
It's the administration's fault.
The college's conspiracy against
intoxication is apparently not limited to alcohol, as seen by the covert
operation,conducted during spring
break,to rob of us our bongs. While
I condemn the college's failure to
adhere to proper procedure (shame
on you, Mr. Frechette), I wonder
why the only issue that seems to
motivate us to political action is
marijuana. But, I'm probably asking the wrong question. The evil of
being subject to an Orwellian police
state? It's Safety and Security's fault.
Where's Oliver Stone when we need
him?
Although I generally find conspiracy theories somewhat amusing, they make me uncomfortable
when I'm grouped among the conspirators. I recently learned that
someone wrote on a poster for Jewish Awareness Month "they killed
Jesus, what do you think they'll do
to you?" I happily admit to being

Jewish, but I must admit I don't
remember killing Jesus. I think I
would remember killing the person
responsible for providing "the only
real life possible." (For an artificial
life,I £eel like I'm doing pretty well.)
I also do not believe that God' is
conspiring against me for not being
Christian. Is God really going to
punish me for saying the wrong
prayers? Unlike Col. Ripper, I am
not interested in fi ghting a holy war
for the right to prepare humanity
for Armageddon.
Conspiracy theories, like the
ones mentioned abpve, are not the
real danger confronting us, but
rather the complacent acceptance of
untruths and the lack of critical
thinking that they represent. Recently, Robert McNamara has spoken of these dangers in his confession that the Vietnam War was
wrong, terribly wrong."
Finally, if this article doesn't
make any sense, it's because the
editors changed it. It's their obvious
liberal/communist bias; they don't
like the fact that I use parentheses to
hide my lack of logic and the fact
that I have nothing to say. They
obviously conspired against me. It's
their fault, the commies' fault.Q
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The relevance of
reli gious indi gna t ion
BY CALEB MASON
Staff Writer

There's a certain predatory
aura about religious zealots. With
prostelatizing Christians you can
almost smell it. My cat pricked up
her ears and sniffed the wind the
other day,just seconds before two
clean-shaven,buttoned-up young
Jehovah's witnesses appeared at
the door. They wanted to talk to
me,they said, about "health problems," and the healing power of
Almighty God. The first minute
was enough to vindicate my atheism:all thehealingpowerJehovah
could muster didn't stem the nausea welling up in my stomach.
"Have a nice day,"I coughed, and
raced for the bathroom.
Religious fervor does wonders
to castrate one's sense of proportion. I have alwaysbeen impressed
with just how easy it is to be righteously offended when one has
one's mind set on it. You can sense
the desperation: faced with a deepening crisis of relevancy, fundamentalists of all shapes and sizes
battle back by maintaining a tireless vigil of indignation — nay,
fury — over trivialities.
This is a timeless tactic, of
course, practiced from eternity by
once-feared , lately-marginalized
priestly castes. The priests of the
01dTestamentIsraelites,concerned
about their declining social influence, managed to convince their
flock that Jahweh had relayed divine orders governing the proper
technique for defecating in the
desert (Deuteronomy 23:13). Is
there not a little of this defecationgod spirit in Hillel President Matt
Medwick'scross fulmination of last
week? To recapture lost relevance
through incessant outrage: there's
a subtlebutamusingfutilityinsuch
a project.
We're all familiar with the story
(Numbers 15:32) of the man from
another tribe who was gathering
firewood and wandered near the
Israelite camp. It was the Israelites' Sabbath, their day of rest.
Though the stranger knew nothing of their god or their customs,
to punish him for not abiding by
their laws and to mend Jahweh's
wounded pride, the men bludgeoned the insolent blasphemer
"
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.

to death. Tolerance has never been
thestrongsuit of monotheists,and
indeed,how could it be? (Oneneed
only recall,for a modern analojgue,
Galileo's pleasant visit with the
Pope.)
"Mainstream" Christians,
meanwhile,like the earnest young
apostles who responded to
Medwick, have reassuringly defined themselves as the voice of
the rest of us. They go about a less
dramatic task: convincing those of
lis that find them irritating, but
good for the occasional chuckle,
that we are really Christians deep
down."Take up and read!"—thus
do these inspiring disciples echo
St. Augustine's epiphanous encounter with the Lord in 386. It's
the syrupy sweetness that grates
the most,the irrefragable certainty
that any opposition must stem
from ignorance. One is reminded
of the British philosopher G.E.
Moore, who maintained that "for
all I know,the entire world would
agree with me, if once they understood me aright... /'
Thomas Paine, we should remember,took up and read the Gospels, and concluded that "it was
making God Almighty act like a
passionate man who killed His son
when He could not revenge Himself in any other way, and as I was
sure a man would be hanged who
did such a thing,I could not see for
what purpose they preached such
sermons... ."
In taking oneself too seriously
one tends to make a mockery of
oneself. The real problems in the
world are too numerous to count.
Religious hatred figures large on
the list. Unfortunatel y for the oppressed, accepting others' differences necessarily involves an admission of the contingency of one's
own idols. Acceptance also requires, indeed demands, a sense
of proportion. '
One must always reserve the
right to deny the legitimacy of any
divinely ordained, unequivocal
moral manifesto. A system of belief that takes itself too seriously,
Nietzsche said, inevitably begins
to create the world in its own image. Axiomatic infallibility, especially when competing camps are
equally infallible, is a recipe for
cultural disaster.Q
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Echo p hoto hy J ennifer Merrick

Don Saucier *96
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The men's track teams f r o mBates and Bowdoin
didn't have a prayer in the short distance events with
Saucier on the blocks. He won the 100m, the 110m
high hurdles and was a member of the winning 4x100
relay squad in helping ihe Mules capture a State
Championship. Saucier earned the Most Valuable
Runner award for his p erfo rmances.
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ANN MORTENSON 9
'8
The rookie softball shortstop pounded out two home
runs Saturday in Colby's 9-6 toss to Gordon College. In
ll games this season, Mortenson is batting .325 with five
round-trippers and 17RBl's.
PATRICK J. MCBRIDE '97
The second-year right-fie lder out of Woonsocket, RI has
been sending opposing pitchers to the showers lately,
hitting in his last four games at an impressive .625 clip.
With 10 hits in his last 16 ai-ba ts, four extra-base kits
including a home run, and 11 RBPs in his last four
games, McBride has virtually carried the Mules ' offense
single-handedly as they took two of three games from
Middlebury over the weekend
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Jow us for live music
every weekend

5 new Microbrews on tap
Ask about our MUG CLUB

(
STEVE SUOMI 97
In helping the men's track team to its second
consecutive State Championship, Suomi nearly rewrote
the Colby record book as welt.His winning time in the
400m of 55.60 was only three-tenths of a second off the
record of 55.30. Suomi was also a member of the
triumphant 4x100 and 4x400 relay teams.

MATT KUCHAR '97
Kuchar is probabl y the only Colby athlete in years, if
ever, to be able to boast of being the North American
Champion in any event. As a member of the woodsmen 's
team, he has competed in the pole climb event all year
and hat) yet to be defeated Kuchar has gone up against
some of the best competition in both Canada and the
United States, such as last weekend in the meet at
Dartmouth.
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BASEBALL
, continued
f r ompage 12
prised the Mules in the early going by
scoring six runs in the first three innings.*
All six runs were unearned, coming on
seven errors.
"We didn't come ready to play,"said
Dexter. "We botched up plays defensively
and it hurt us badly."
But Colby would battlebatk. A Wilcox
two-run round-tripper pushed Colby to
within one run,bringing the score to 6-5.
Then McBride tied the game at six with
an RBI single.The Mule rally was stopped
when Anderson was thrown out at home
in the bottom of the sixth attempting to
put Colby up by one.
Middlebury put a stake through the
heart of the Mules when its big-hitter
Alec Perkins hit a game-winning solo
homer in the top of the seventh.
"It was a disappointing loss, especially when we gave up eight errors,"
said Dexter. "But I was pleased with the
way we battled back. We had four great
late-innings, but it wasn't enough."
Two highlights from Saturday morning were McBride and Wilcox. McBride
went 3-3with three RBIs and a triple and
Wilcox added two RBIs and a home-run.
The second game of Saturday's
doubleheader against Middlebury saw
Colby come hard out of the gates. A fiverun first inning helped the Mules build a
substantial lead as they benefited from
three walks and a hit batter. Wilcox's two
RBI single in the first got things rolling
and senior captain Mike Frasier would
never relinquish the lead as he pitched
six solid innings to register his first win.
Colby 's only scare came in the fourth
inning when Middlebury made it a 5-4
game,but the Mules went on to score five
more runs of its own and the Panthers
never made it close again.
Wilcox had another great game going 2-4 with three RBIs. Senior captain
Justin Van Til had three hits with a double
and two RBIs. Harold Graven '97 got
back in the groove as he tallied two hits
in three at-bats with a double. McBride
continued his tear through-the wsek
going 2-4 with three RBIs and, a home
run. He ended the week with a searing
.625 avg. (10-16), 11RBIs, and four extrabase hits.
Colby will face one of New England's
toughest teams, University of Southern
Maine, on Wednesday, then will look to
improve its record to 2-0 in the CBB
against Bowdoin on Friday. From there
Colby will travel to Cooperstown, NY
on Saturday for the Hall of Fame Tournament.
We hope to continue cur home winning streak (4-3) as wail as grab a few
more wins in the Hall of Fame tourney.
If we do we will be well on our way to
surpassing last year's marks," said
Dexter.Q
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Eye-witness interview on the May 4th
1970 Kent State Shooting.
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Doldrums continue
for Colbv softball
Pro j ocks don't have it easy
In the second game, Colby was
outplayed all over the field , as
Husson rolled, 11-3 in just five innings due to the eight-run mercy
rule.
"We didn't string together what
we needed to get whenwe needed to
get it," said Staples, "but six hits
against Pomerleau was prettygood
for a pitcher of her caliber."
Last Saturday theMules hosted a
doubleheader versus Gordon, their
first two home contests of the year.
Unfortunately, the games resulted
like so many others have for Colby
this season: with another "L" in the
loss column.
During the first game,the Mules'
offense was stifled as they managed
only twohits and dropped thegame,
7-0. In the nightcap,rookie shortstop
AnneMortenson'98belted twohome
runs as the Mules came up short
again, 9-6.
"We made some great plays but
then had trouble with the routine
ones," said Staples. "We're all very
frustrated right now, but the team
has stuck together well. This is a
team with some of the best chemistry I've ever seen."
The chemistry might very well
improve with the return of highly
touted pitcher Joan Giblin '98 sometime in the near future. Giblin has
been sidelined sinceMarch with ligament and nerve damage in her arm.
On Tuesday, the Mules squared
off against the University of New
England and face Thomas today in a
twinbill here at Colby. Tomorrow
Tufts comes to town for a
doubleheader.Q

BY GALEN GARR
Asst. Sports Editor

When will it end? Will it end?
When can the softball team enjoy the
sweettaste of victory again? After an
extended string of futility that has
lowered Colby's overall record to 215, many of the Mules are asking
themselves these questions.
After droppingtwo doubleheaders last weekend to Husson College
and Gordon College,the losses have
each Mule testing their love for the
game and thinking about praying to
the softball gods for mercy.
Unfortunately,the only break in
sight for the Mules this season looks
like it will come as soon as this season full of hard knocks and bad
breaks comes to its conclusion.
Last Friday, Colby traveled to
Bangor to meet Husson for an afternoon twinbill. The Bravesheld a stellar 26-3 overall record,good enough
to earn them a New England ranking.
Thus,when Husson sent Andrea
Pomerleau, one of the best pitchers
in the state, to the mound to face the
already overmatched Mules, the
move had Head Coach Beth Staples
and her players scratching their
heads.
Ironically enough, the Mules
scraped together more hits against
Husson's ace then they did in the
nightcap against a less heralded
pitcher. Colby managed six hits in
the first game, but couldn't squeeze
any runs across the plate. Thus,
Husson took the game, 6-0.

BYRYANMAYHUGH
Sports Editor

BeforeXbeginthis article,Ifeel it
is important to inform the reader
thatlwasnotundertheinfluenceof
drugsor alcohol whenIwrotethis,
and that my state of mentalhealth
is above average,but not perfect.
Professional athletes are not
overpaid.
I haven't gone completely insane and said that they are underpaid..It would be nearly impossible to think that a grown man
who makes five million a year for
playing a game is not fairly compensated*
With tlie baseball strike only a
few weeks behind and the possibility of a basketball strike lingering, athletes have been dubbed
greedy,money-suckingleeches by
many fans. Howcouldthesepeople
possibly be after moremoney?
First and foremost, the fans
should note that they are the ones
who make these tremendous salaries feasible. Each year, more and
more people make their waysinto
stadiums across the country,gladly
shelling out big bucks to be a part
of the excitement Without fans,
Deion Sanders 'would be nicknamed Primefime for his abilityto
handle the drive-thru dinner rush
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rather than his heroics on the football field.
Professional athletes can do
things that mast people can only
dream of doing.Dunking a basketball from the foul line or hitting a
baseball traveling in excess of 95
miles per hour; are not actions Joe
Shmoe canpixll off.Peoplewhocan
do these things are not in great supply, and this pushes up the price
they can charge for their performance.
AUathietestakeariskwhenthey
enter the world of professional
sports. Many, especially baseball
players,will forgo higher education
to try and earn big bucks in the
majors.Foralltheplayerswhomake
millions, there are just as many if
not morewhohad the potential but
suffered a career-endinginjury that
cut their dream short These players
gambled aridlostandtheyareforced
reluctantly back into the realworld.
Moreimportantly,athletes need
to have enoughmoney to pay off the
heralded "price of fame."If Michael
Jordan is sittrnghome onenightand
decides he would like to take the
family out for a movie, he'd better
make a quick visit to the plastic surgeon first Otherwisehecanexpecta
swarm of autograph seekers to erect
a barrier around him measuring 20
feet in diameter. Most athletes can't
enjoy the simple pleasures that av-
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erage Americans can.
Forthisreasorvathletesneedto
make enough money to build a
gigantic house equipped withjust
abouteverythingtheycould possiaretrapped
blywantlnasensethey
in a jail. The only difference is that
criminals aren't given millions of
dollars to spruce up theirdwelling
before they live there.
These days, safety has become
a major areaof concern among professional athletes. The recent attacks on Monica Selesand Nancy
Kerrigan are proof that constantly
being in thepubliceyehasserious
disadvantages. Hate mail and
threats from obnoxious fans are
something these people are expected to ignore, yet the danger
still lingers.
I'm not going to say that athletes ieadaroughlifebyanyxneans.
Theyare livingtheultimatedream.
Anybody who played a sport as a
kid has fantasized of becoming a
star and winning it alL Millions
wouldlovetotradeliveswithsomeone who makes truckloads of
money for shooting a basketball.
Many pro athletes make more
in a year than the average American will make in their lifetime. Is
this unfair? Quite possibly. But to
assume that a four millions dollar
paycheckdoesn'tbringalongdrawbacks is ignorant and biased.CH
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LAX, continued f r ompa ge 12
ing out on defense." Salin said she
was pleased to have three defensive
players score goals in the game.
The Mules' record dropped to 37 on the season, but the players are
optimistic.
"We need to work on playing
consistently, and pulling together
as a team," said co-captainJen Pope
'96.
This week the team will face Ply-

mouth State College.
"This week should be a strong
part of our season,"said Salin. "The
last few teams we've faced have all
been pretty good, but now we're
coming up on some games that
should be easier. We'll also be helped
by the return of Cindy Kelley ['96],
whohasbeen out almost two weeks.
This week may be a good confidence booster for the team."Q

To serve as a Big Sib to an incoming first Year Student.
A new peer advising program is being established which
would match incoming first year students with
upperclass students who live in the same residence hall.
This would provide a caring link for students making
their transition to college.
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Woodsmen's team rounds Women's track
out season at Dartmouth still tearing it up
Colby, who started practicing
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
with canoes the week before the
meet, managed a third place finish
Sports Editor
in the singles race for men.
"We don't really do much pracDartmouth was the site for
many unusual events this past tice [with canoes]. It's not one of our
weekend.Atleastthey mightseem big events," said captain Scott
unusual if you aren't a member of Galson '95.
The afternoon featured a wide
the Colby Woodsmen's team. .
Approximately 10 schools variety of events, one of which the
made the jaunt to Vermont to com- Colby men won. Coby Remhardt
pete in a wide variety of races and
competitions. Many teams,includ^tltott Kuchar W]
ing Colby, arrived on Thursday
is basically the
meet
night and began the two-day
l
North American
on Friday morning.
Colby brought 12 students, six
champion in the
men and six women, and a couple
pole climb.*
of alumni to the home, of the Big
Green.Eventhough only lOschools —Woodsmen's captain
Scott Galson *95
were represented,close to 25 teams
competed. Men and women performed as separate teams in many '95, John Maddox '98 and Matt
eventsand some schoolswere rep- Kuchar '97 teamed up to come in
resented by alumni squads aswell. first in the wood-splitting relay.
Later in the afternoon, the
Canoe races started the festivities with a splash on Friday morn- women participated in one of the
ing. There were categories of more interesting eventsin themeet.
singles, doubles and a portage, They strapped a pack board, comwhere one person races in the wa- plete with 50 pounds of sand, on
ter, runs with the canoe on their their back and raced up the
back and then passes it on to their Dartmouth ski hill. Mother Nature
partner. The partner runs the rest decided to add her own obstacle
of the way and finishes the race in with constant rain all day long.
"It was possibly the worst event
the water.

you could go through," said
Galson.
The men took home second
lace
in a log roll the same day. All
p
six members teamed up in a relay
where they took turns, two at a
time, pushing a 400-pound log
through a course on the ground.
Among the events that occurred on Saturday was the chain
throw, which Reinhaxdt took second place in. Kuchar was victorious iri the pole climb once again;
he has been undefeated since the
fall season. Galson noted that
Kuchar has gone against some of
the best competition in both the
United States and Canada without
losing once.
"He's basically the North
American champion in the pole
climb," said Galson.
The men won the fire-build
competition, while the women
came in third. The object is to construct a fire and boil water in the
shortest amount of time.
The meet marks the end of the
season for both Colby teams, but
thefuhirelookspromisingfor those
who will return. The team is in the
process of building a cabin that is
scheduled to be finished by next
fall. Funding is coming through
parents and alumni support.Q
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BY LARRY BENESH
StaffWriter

Women's track had another successful performance last weekend at
the AlohaRelays.Colby finished first
in six events,and placed second overall. They beat out rivals Bowdoin
and Bates, along with teams from
Mt. Holyoke,Smithand Colby-Sawyer. UMass-Lowell, a Division II
team, dominated the short distance
events and snagged first place.
The Mules were particularly
strongin thelongdistanceand throwing events. Farrell Burns '98 stole the
3000m in her first ever attempt at the
race. Burns waspacingagainsta Bates
runner for the entire race, but she
squeezed past her in the final quarter
mile.
"It was an incredible race," said
Head Coach Deb Aitken.
Liz Fagan '97won theSOOOmwith
a time of 18:31.52. Midway through
therace herhip tightened up and she
had to struggle to finish first.
"It was not her best time, but she
did well to stay ahead of the crew,"
said Aitken. "Hopefully she will recover for this weekend."
Another impressive first ever attempt at a race was first-year Kate
Driscoll's performance in the
10,000m.Shefinished in second place
with a time of 41:02.15.
"She qualified for Division III
NewEngland'sandECACs.Hertime
was quite competitive,"said Aitken.
The Mules continue to dominate
the throwing events. Brooke
Lorenzen '95 surprised no one with
her victory in the shot put. Two other

throwers,StephanieAndriole'98and
Sonja Noll '98 also placed in the shot
put.
All threeof them have*now qualified for the NE Division in championships. Andriole qualified for
ECACs, and Lorenzen. is one of the
top throwersin the nation.
Danielle LeGrand '96 won the
discus with her best throw ever. Liisi
Linask '96 placed second in the j avelin.
"It wasa good,consistentthrow,"
said Aitken.
Cindy Pomerleau '97 was victorious iri the heptathalon with her
best score ever.
"She is very close to qualifying
for Nationals," said Aitken.
The relays looked impressive as
well. The 4x100 had their best time of
theyearwitha51.15.The 4x400team
led theentireway and took first place
as well.
"We have an awesome 4x400
team," said Aitken. "No one was
close enough to challenge us."
Julie Lynch '97 continued to improve in the400m hurdles.Shehad a
little difficulty with one of the
hurdles,but still managed to run her
second fastest time.
"She could be one of the top finishers at NESCACs," said Aitken.
The Mules are keeping the last
few meets in perspective, in anticipation of this weekend's NESCAC
championships. They will be hosting, but Bowdoin, Tufts and Williams will be major challengers.
"I don't knowif anyone can catch
Williams," said Aitken. "They have
so much quality and depth/'Q
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Woodsmen 's team
successful at
Dartmouth meet.
See page 11.

Men's lax beats
Tuft s in overtime
BY BEN RUSSELL
Staff Writer

The Colby men's lacrosse team
traveled to Tufts this past Saturday to do battle' with one of their
toughest opponents of the season
to date. Colby had won their previous two contests at Plymouth
State and Trinity, respectively,
by scores of 15-4
and 16-4. With a
tremendous
amount of momentum on its side, the White
Mules played a solid game at Tufts
en route to a 10-9 victory in double
I
:
I
Echo p hoto by Jennifer Merrick overtime.
Gregg Forger '97 smacks one towards deep left in their ga me versus Middlebury.
"I thought that we p layed
pretty well,"said midfielder Craig
Murray '96. "But I thought that we
could have played better and [we]
have played better. We were fortunate to get some good perfor-

Baseball takes two of
three from Middlebury
BY LUCAS PENNEY
Staff Writer

Thursday evening the Colby
baseball team traveled north to visit
Husson College in Bangor, Maine.
Husson, a DivisionIINAIA team,is
17-13 and ranked among the top
Division II teams in New England.
Playing under the lights on the
Stephen King Field proved fatal as
the White Mules went down 14-7.
Two days before playing Colby,
Husson defeated University of
Maine,a Divisionlschool,6-0. Colby
knew they would have their hands
full. The White Mules played tough
through the first four innings,going
into the fourth down only 4-3. But
late in the fourth inning proved to
be the downfall as Colby g ave up
repeated costly errors and soon
found themselves in a hole. A late-

game rally saw Colby pull to within
four runs, 10-6, but they couldn't
hold off the Husson charge.
"Numerous mental lapses cost
us this game,"said Head Coach Tom
Dexter. "We were in the game up
until the fourth when we just fell
apart We gave up five unearned
runs and that really hurt us."
Twobright spots for Colby were
junior left-fielder Jesse Wilcox, and
sophomore right fielder Patrick
McBride. Wilcox went 3-5 with a
double whileMcBride went 3-4,registering 3 RBIs.
Last Friday, Colby received a
visit from Middlebury College, in
what would turn out to be a winning weekend for the Mules. The
two teams squared off again on Saturday in a doubleheader.
Friday, Colby had one of its best
first inning outings of the year, tallying seven runs on six hits. But

Middlebury would battleback with
runs in each of the middle innings
to keep the Mules on their toes.
First-year Mark Hachey
wouldn't let the lead slide too far
whilepushinghisrecord to4-2,with
an eight-inning, four-strikeout performance on the mound. Jason
Kidwell '96 recorded his first save
of the year, coming in to relieve
Hachey.
The Mules received an allaround performance onFriday with
six players capturing two hits.
Wilcox, Ben Russell '97, Jerrod
Deshaw '97and Jon Huerta '95 were
among the elite group, as were EJ.
Anderson '97and McBride whoboth
knocked in two runs apiece.
The first game of Saturday's
double-header was Colby 's only
slip-up during the weekend as they
went down 7-6. Middlebury sursee BASEBALLon p age 9

Women's lacrosse
suffers tough week
BY MIKE GALLANT
Staff Writer

The women's lacrosse teamfaced
some stiff competition last week
when theywentup against Bowdoin
College and Tufts University. The
Mules lost both games but put up
challenging fights against both
teams.
On Wednesday the team lost to
Bowdoin 13-7. Bowdoin got off to a
quick start and lead at the half by a
score of 6-2.Rebecca May '95led the
way for Colby with three goals.
Amie Sicchitano '.96 had one goal
and an assist, while Alice Amstutz
'95, Tammy Smith '96 and Stacy
Joslin '97 each scored a goal.

Men's track sweeps CBB championships
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

For the second straight year, Bates and
Bowdoin College went home from the State
of Maine Championships disappointed while
the Colby men's track team celebrated yet
another victory.
Colby finished on top with a score of 84.5,
Bowdoin came in second with 74.5 points
while Bates followed behind the other CBB
rivals with 56. The University of Southern
Maine competed in a few events and received
three points in the afternoon.
Colb y crowned several runners state
champions in their respective events during
the course of the meet. According to Head
Coach Jim Wescott, the first fewevents would
be a key to the final team results.
"I had made the statement to the kids who
were runn ing the f ir st f ew events that it was

really important that they do well because
they get the momentum rolling and the team
picks up on that momentum," said Wescott.
Pat Fournier '98 had a great deal to do
with the momentum surge the Mules mounted
in the first few races. The first race of the
competition was the 10,000m, and Fournier
won it in a time of 33:17.
Chad Sisson '96 was victorious in the
3000m steeple chase, coming in at a season's
best time of 9:57.60. Jered Stewart '98 won the
pole vault competition at a height of 11 feet.
The 4x100 and 4x400 relay teams from
Colby also took home first place honors. Don
Saucier '96, Steve Suomi '97, Matt O'Connell
'95 and Zach Nightingale '95 ran in the 4x100.
Suomi and Nightingale joined Dave Palmieri
'97 and Justin Wasielewski '95 in the victorious 4x400 team.
Suomi, in addition to running on both
winning relays fo r the Mules, won the 400m.
His time of 55.60 was only thre e tenths of a

mances and pull out the win."
Senior midfielder Adam Wysor
carried the load for the Mules on
Saturday, contributing four goals
and an assist to the winning effort.
Wysor netted the first goal of the
game and the sudden death clincher
in double overtimeto seal the White
Mules' third straight win.
After taking on Roger Williams
yesterday, the
„,, ,
Mules will battle
Babson at home
this Saturday.
These will mark
the last two home
games of the season for the team,
since scheduling left them only
three games here in Waterville on
the year.
Next week, Colby will travel to
play CBB rivals Bates and
Bowdoin. If they come out victorious, the Mules might equal last
year's feat of making the ECAC
p layoffs.Q

On Saturday the Mules played
Tufts, one of the top-ranked teams
in Division III. Although the team
lost quite convincingly by a score of
21-10, it made Tufts work for the
victory. Ten goals is the mosi any
team has scored against Tufts so far
this season.
"The game was actually closer
than it seems.Tufts is a strong team,"
said Head Coach Heidi Salin.
Joslin had an excellent game,
scoring three goals and getting one
assist.
"Stacy had her best game of the
season so.far," said Salin."Not only
did she have four points, she did a
great job at coming back and helpsee LAXon p age 10

second off the Colby record of 56.30 and it put
him at the top of the New England Division
III rankings as well.
Saucier was granted the Most Valuable
Runner award for his performa nces in the
afternoon. He won the 100m in 11.66, the
110m high hurdles in 16.21, and was a part of
the 4x100 relay team.
Overall, Wescott said he was extremely
pleased with the meet.
"It was a nice repeat for our team," said
Wescott. "It really was a total team effort. "
The area down by the fieldhouse will be
crowded this coming weekend as both the
men's and women's track teams host the
NESCAC Championships. Trials and a few
field events will take place on Saturday starting at 3;30 p.m., with the rest of the competition beginning at 10 a.m. Sunday.
"Last year we placed fourth in the NESCAC
Echo p hoto by J ennife r Atwood
Championships and we're certainly hoping to Jered Stewart *98 comp etes in the
duplicate that performance," said Wescott.Q javelin throw las t weekend.

